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Abstract/Problem Description
● People can be a part of the group in different ways  based on appearance.

● Different behaviors, people adapt and react differently to others

● If you like some part of the appearance, you would want to adapt it and make 
some changes to your appearance.

● System of Differential equations were made, and matrices were made with 
the values given to their appearance which were compared and interaction 
were measured.  



Assumptions
1. People can influence each other styles.

2. Interaction were measured comparing the appearance value using vectors.

3. Person can pull together to be more similar or push the person style far away.

4. People were divided into three groups which were conformist, non-conformist
 and an average person.

5. The amount a person is influenced by someone else is a function of 
difference between the styles of two people.
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Analysis of Symmetric Case



Analysis of Symmetric Case



Analysis of Asymmetric Case
● Can qualitatively describe certain equilibria
● Exhaustive quantitative description of all equilibria exceeds the scope of this 

project



Different Behavior Functions

Regular people

Non-conformists

Conformists
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Simulations

Regular people: Equilibrium points



Simulations

Regular Vs. Regular Vs. Regular Vs. Regular



Simulations

Conformist Vs. Conformist Vs. Conformist



Simulations

Non-Conformists Vs. Non-Conformists Vs. Non-Conformists



Simulations

10 Regular People Vs. 10 Conformists Vs. 10 Non-Conformists



Additional Issues
“2. The original statement asks you to model 
one aspect that is adopted within a group. 
How would your model change if you are 
required to model how two aspect

Flexibility, n-dimensional fashion space

Can model any number of aspects



Future Considerations
More simulations with more people.

A person's style can mutate unpredictably.

Behavior is on a continuum from nonconformists to average people to conformists.

A person can move along the continuum and will do so sporadically.

Add additional behavior categories.

Allow people to react to different people in different ways based on their 
relationship with them.
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